1. Formations
   A. Speed – Double Wing
   B. Space – Single Wing / Beast
   C. Spread – Trips R/L
   D. Spy – I formation

2. Base Plays
   A. Sweep & Slant
   B. Counter & Reverse
   C. QB Slant, Draw
   D. FB Wedge, Dive
   E. Wing Pass

3. Blocking Schemes
   A. Jaw
   B. Angle Blocking
   C. GOD (Gap on Down)
   D. Wedge
   E. Unbalanced Line
   F. Gap On Over (GOO) Pass
   G. End Man on Line (EMOL)
   H. Man On Man Away (MOMA)

4. Cadence / Snap Count
   A. Down Set Hut Go
   B. Motion Back moves on Hut
   C. Quick Count
      I. Blue - Gold
Speed Formation – “D”

Space (R/L) Formation – “C”
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Spy Formation – “I”

Spread (R/L) Formation – “P”
Speed 2Mo TB 27 Sweep Left
Jaw Right Block - vs 5-3(odd) Defense

TB2
QB1
FB4
C
RG
RT
TEY
LT
LG
TEX
W13
Speed 2Mo QB 15 Slant Left
Angle Left Block - vs 5-3 (odd) Defense

8/7/2011
CoachParker.org
Speed 2Mo FB 43 Dive Left
Jaw Right Block - vs 5-3(odd) Defense
Speed 2Mo FB 44 Counter Dive Right
Angle Right Block - vs 5-3(odd) Defense
Speed 2Mo WB 36 Counter Right
Jaw Left Block - vs 5-3(odd) Defense
Speed 2Mo WB 38 Reverse Right
Jaw Left Block - vs 5-3(odd) Defense

8/7/2011
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Speed 2Mo QB 17 Sweep Left
Jaw Right Block - vs 5-3(odd) Defense

8/7/2011
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Speed 2Mo TE Quick Pass Right
GGO Block vs 5-3 (odd) Defense
Speed 2Mo WB Fly Pass Left
GOO Block- vs 5-3 (odd) Defense
Speed 2Mo TB 25 Slant Left
Jaw Right Block - vs 5-3(odd) Defense
Speed 3Mo WB 38 Sweep Right
Jaw Left Block - vs 6-2 (even) Defense
Speed 3Mo QB 16 Slant Right
Jaw Left Block - vs 6-2 (even) Defense

8/7/2011
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Speed 3Mo FB 44 Dive Right
Angle Left Block - vs 6-2 (even) Defense
Speed 3Mo FB 41 Gut Wedge
Flip Wedge Block - vs 6-2 (even) Defense
Speed 3Mo FB 43 Counter Dive Left
Angle Left Block - vs 6-2 (even) Defense
Speed 3Mo TB 25 Counter Left
Jaw Right Block - vs 6-2 (even) Defense
Speed 3Mo TB 27 Reverse Left
Angle Left Block - vs 6-2 (even) Defense
Speed 3Mo QB Sweep Right
Angle Right Block - vs 6-2 (even) Defense
Speed 3Mo TE Quick Pass Left
GOO Block - vs 6-2 (even) Defense
Speed 3Mo WB Fly Pass Right
GOO Block - vs 6-2 (even) Defense
Speed 3Mo WB 36 Slant Right
Jaw Left Block - vs 6-2 (even) Defense
Speed 3Mo TB Pass Right
GOO Block - vs 6-2 (even) Defense
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Space Plays
Space L 3Mo 23 Dive Left – “Gonzo” / “Gonzo QB”
Jaw Right Block - vs 6-2 (even) Defense
Space L 3Mo 25 Slant Left – “Tank”
Jaw Right Block - vs 6-2 (even) Defense

8/7/2011
Space L TB 29 Sweep Left – “So Long”
Jaw Right Block - vs 6-2 (even) Defense
Space L 3Mo 42 Dive Right – “Diva”
Jaw Right Block - vs 6-2 (even) Defense
Space L 3Mo QB 10 Sneak – “Cannon”

Jaw Right Block - vs 6-2 (even) Defense
Space L 3Mo WB 36 Counter Right – “Corky”
Jaw Right Block - vs 6-2 (even) Defense
Space L 3Mo WB 37 Sweep Left – “Long Gone”

Jaw Right Block - vs 6-2 (even) Defense

TEX TEY T LG C RG RT TEY FB4 QB1 TB2 WB3
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Space L Loud Sweep – “Loud”
Jaw Block - vs 6-2 (even) Defense
Space L Rowdy Sweep – “Rowdy”

Jaw Block - vs 6-2 (even) Defense
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Space L 3Mo QB 16 Option Right – “Opee”
Jaw Right Block - vs 6-2 (even) Defense
Space L 3Mo WB 18 Screen Pass Right – “Dump”
GOO Pass Block- vs 6-2 (even) Defense

8/7/2011 39 CoachParker.org
Space L WB Slant Pass Left – “Quicky”
GOO Block - vs 6-2 (even) Defense
Space L Bunch Pass Left – “Bunch”
GOO Block - vs 6-2 (even) Defense